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About This Game

The Monsters have invaded the jungle and took many animals captive. They are destroying all the jungles one by one. The free
animals have no other choice but ask for help from our hero Happy Singh.

You play as Happy Singh, a cute little guy with magical powers. Your goal is to rescue all the captive animals from the
Monsters. Gain new magical powers by collecting in game coins.

Each level is a 3d maze where you have to find keys to unlock the next area. Also each level is filled with deadly Monsters of
different types. Each type of Monster has unique fighting style. Run, Shoot, Jump and bring happiness back to the Jungle.
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happy singh adventures

I bought this hoping it'd be a faithful recreation of the 1980s Boulder Dash that I knew and loved on the Commodore 64. Sadly,
I'm to be dissapointed with this half-hearted attempt which, while keeping (ravaging?) the basic formula that made the original
so enjoyable, adds elements I'd expect to find on yawn-worthy facebrick games (all it's missing is the "share this on your wall"
functionality honestly).

What added to the dissapointment was the frustration at the vague and overly sensitive controls, not to mention the left-to-move
& right-to-"grab" cluster{censored}. Future buyers, wait till it's in the bargain bin for at least an 80% discount - but, until then,
go grab a copy of VICE and the original Boulder Dash.. ZOOM ZOOM ZOOM. -Short Review-

+ Pros:

*Good art style

- Cons:

*Glitched \/ poorly orchestrated puzzles

*Repetitive back-tracking

*More HOG scenes than puzzles

*Slow hint\/skip system

*Short gameplay

**Overall: Don't buy this game unless it's on sale and you're really curious to try it.
But, you're better off trying some other HOG games.

+ . + . + . + .

I was one of the folks who supported this game on Greenlight, and I was really rooting for it - but it turned out to be an almost
complete disaster.

I do like the art style and the concept of two sisters traveling in time (in short bursts, mind you), and the pendant that provides
time-traveling powers is a cool gimmick. But that's a drop in the bucket, I'm sad to say...

A number of the puzzles are broken, and at times I either had to wait until the 'skip' bar filled up (took about two minutes) or
reboot the game if the puzzle becomes unresponsive.

There was a puzzle in the subway where I had to line up the circuit lines in the power core and it just disappeared altogether.
Secondly, I was trying to organize a set of colored USB sticks to get a security passcode - saved my game and exited for a break,
and came back to see that the puzzle not only restarted but it was also stuck in the intro phase of the puzzle and I couldn't even
get the sticks to light up and get the code - I had to reboot again to get past it. Also, the fuse puzzle on the safe was frustrating
because I had to use a combination of four symbols without them touching - in the same columns or diagonally - and it's near
impossible to solve. It's incredibly frustrating to experience.

The puzzles and HOG scenes are the meat of the game, and since they're pretty much broken the game is rendered pointless and
frustrating - you'd really have to go out of your way to get it working.

Also, the story itself is another issue I have.
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It's rushed, and there was a lot of potential to have it go in another direction but I guess the devs were strapped.
And there were some interesting additional characters (like a sooth-saying homeless man and a detective with a mysterious
past); they only appear once in the story and it's such a waste to cast their roles aside.

The homeless man acted like he knew about the secrets of the pendulum Lily and Madison had, and it seemed as if he could've
been part of a secret society, but he's never seen again after that initial meeting. Also, the detective would've added some more
depth - and length - to the story, but again, he was dropped after the first encounter. There just wasn't, ironically, enough time to
flesh them out in the game.

The story was short, choppy, and the ending - while ending on a happy note - it's unsatifying...

I had really hoped that this would be an enjoyable experience, but I just wasted $8 and five hours of my time trying to get past
tiresome glitches. There's no excuse for such a poor performance.. I am soooooooooooooooo confused...

Is this supposed to be a medieval game? An Anime game?

So you got one cutesy character and then some scary looking old man with crazy powers...
IDK what the little girl is supposed to do, but all she does is whine about food...
Then we got the main character and his sister? Priest? IDK
Oh and like 3 different worlds going on with not much of a backstory on what's going on......

So how's the game? Well I played it for a little under an hour so far and all I can say is, WTF IS HAPPENING?!?

The story is jumping from one scenario to the next with little to none backstory on what's the storyline is about.... The game is
interesting as a mystery adventure. playability takes getting used to on a PC. As the game progresses, upgrades are readily
available (at in game money purchase) at the dock. I upgraded to the laser diode to help see better, and all it seemed to do was
blind me. But I think I'm hooked because I want to see what happens next. So I will continue to see if it entertains or
disappoints. I've been playing video games since pong. #oldmanfeedback.. Its boring AF! Missing decorations, no aquatic or
Aviary, dino animations all look the same, game to easy no challenge, to easy to get money, not enough space, not enough
possibilities for safety in park (btw its not even needed, visitors will come nevermind how many trexes runnin free, JPOG is
1000% better even if it is 15 \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665IN YEARS OLD!

It looks pretty but with a developing team that just dont care about community wishes its just awful and a HUGE personal
disappointment!!!. Best idle simulator in my entire life

100\/10
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The orbit dlc is a failure. Lack luster gameplay in the orbit zone makes it a .03 cent footnote at best. While the "research labs"
are interesting, they weren't implemented correctly.

-The way to unlock additional labs isn't properly explained
-no new sector project
-No "city" play :: there are only research structures, connectors, and modules that only affect the research structures if
  they are adjacent.. So, first things first, my friend showed this to me on 4\/20, so we're already off to a great start.

Second, I can see myself investing more time into this than I should and so should you. It has absolutely changed my life and I
literally can not stop thinking about it, please end my Spaghet suffering by creating a VR experience.. Great story with choices
that actually matter. I will alawys remember theses games fondly.. I\u201d ve been waiting a long time for the second part of
this interactive novel and let me tell ya, I definately wasn't disappointed.

If you haven't read \u201cVersus: The Lost Ones\u201d I highly recommend that you read it first before beginning on this one.

 I was thoroughly surprised that the novel had a sort of \u201cpersonality test\u201d which really peaked my interest. As you
progress in the story, you'll be put in trials that question what type of person you really are. To my curiosity, the characters do
indeed react to your choices and even interpret why you picked those choices, which made interacting with them even more
interesting.

Better yet, the story was pretty lengthy so it kept me occupied for at least 3 days straight and I don't even think I\u201d ve
gotten the \u201creal\u201d ending. So this novel has plenty of replay ability.

Overall this novel has its \u201chorry\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 moments, the majority of
the characters in the story are unique and have a sense of life to them, and the novel itself makes you weigh in on who you are,
what your ideals are, and how you will react to the important situations as the story goes forth.
. Awesome game and more awesome ship building! Still updating with great things ! Like unlimited mode now :) only minus of
this game is just few people play it :( this game need more publicity and thats all :). Rip and tear, until it is done, little kitty..
game was fun but i got my achivement but its doesnt show up in my profile as a perfect game RIP OFF!. I will name my first
born Loader Bot. This is one of those things that if you want to change the way the armys look then you might want to get it but
if you do not want that do not get it.. This Game Is Simple And All 6 Levels I have Beat Was Pretty Much The Same Level Just
Harder Would NOT Play AGAIN and It is kill jet, grab ammo , and go to shack repeat not fun at all.
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